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Chromatic assimilation: spread light or neural mechanism?
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Abstract
Chromatic assimilation is the shift in color appearance of a test ﬁeld toward the appearance of nearby light. Possible explanations
of chromatic assimilation include wavelength independent spread light, wavelength-dependent chromatic aberration and neural
summation. This study evaluated these explanations by measuring chromatic assimilation from a concentric-ring pattern into an
equal-energy-white background, as a function of the inducing ringsÕ width, separation, chromaticity and luminance. The measurements showed, in the s direction, that assimilation was observed with diﬀerent inducing-ring widths and separations when the inducing luminance was lower or higher than the test luminance. In general, the thinner the inducing rings and the smaller their
separation, the stronger the assimilation in s. In the l direction, either assimilation or contrast was observed, depending on the ring
width, separation and luminance. Overall, the measured assimilation could not be accounted for by the joint contributions from
wavelength-independent spread light and wavelength-dependent chromatic aberration. Spatial averaging of neural signals explained
the assimilation in s reasonably well, but there were clear deviations from neural spatial averaging for the l direction.
 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The perceived color of a light is well known to depend
not only on its spectral power distribution but also on
other light nearby. The change in color appearance
due to nearby light is called chromatic induction. There
are two qualitatively diﬀerent types of induction: chromatic contrast and chromatic assimilation. Chromatic
contrast occurs when the color appearance of a test light
shifts away from the color appearance of the nearby
inducing light. Chromatic assimilation occurs when the
appearance of the test light shifts toward the color
appearance of inducing light.

Chromatic contrast has been studied extensively for
more than 160 years (for example, Chevreul, 1839;
Jameson & Hurvich, 1955; Shevell & Wei, 1998; von
Kries, 1905; Ware & Cowan, 1982) but chromatic assimilation has received less attention. Assimilation was described in the 19th century by von Bezold (1876) and
may, in fact, be more common than contrast (DeValois
& DeValois, 1988). Powerful demonstrations of chromatic assimilation are given by Hurvich (1981) and
Shevell (2003). The purpose of this study is to systematically measure chromatic assimilation and to assess the
physiological mechanisms posited to mediate it.
1.1. Possible explanations for chromatic assimilation
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The possible explanations for chromatic assimilation
can be divided into two classes: non-neural and neural.
Non-neural theories explain assimilation by changes
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that occur in the retinal stimulus, prior to transduction.
Explanations that involve neural mechanisms include
retinal and cortical processes. Some neural theories account for assimilation in terms of receptive-ﬁeld organization (DeValois & DeValois, 1975; Hurvich &
Jameson, 1974; Monnier & Shevell, 2004) or tuned spatial ﬁlters (Blakeslee & McCourt, 1999). Other theories
suggest assimilation depends on higher-level perceptual
cues, such as the geometric structure of the stimulus,
perceptual organization, ﬁgure/ground segregation, or
perceptual grouping (de Weert & van Kruysbergen,
1997; Festinger, Coren, & Rivers, 1970; Taya, Ehrenstein, & Cavonius, 1995; Todorovic, 1997; Zaidi, Spehar, & Shy, 1997).
Non-neural explanations for assimilation include
wavelength-independent spread light and wavelengthdependent chromatic aberration (Helson, 1963; Smith,
Jin, & Pokorny, 2001; Wright, 1969). Non-neural factors can lead to assimilation because they change the
quantal absorption within the retinal area of the test region. Wavelength-independent spread light is due to
optical imperfections and scattered light. Wavelengthdependent chromatic aberration occurs because the lens
of the eye refracts short-wavelength light more than
long-wavelength light. A distant short-wavelength target
is never exactly in focus on the retina (Kaiser & Boynton, 1996) so short-wavelength light is blurred in the
retinal image.
Smith et al. (2001) estimate the contribution of wavelength-independent spread light to assimilation for an
equiluminant square-wave grating, using a line-spread
function developed by Williams, Brainard, McMahon,
and Navarro (1994). Their calculations show that chromatic assimilation with their gratings may be accounted
for by spread light. At the same time, they conclude that
chromatic aberration is not a major source of assimilation at spatial frequencies at or below 9 cpd.
Wavelength-independent spread light and chromatic
aberration undoubtedly contribute to chromatic assimilation. Numerous studies, however, conclude that chromatic assimilation cannot be accounted for entirely by
these non-neural processes (de Weert & van Kruysbergen, 1997; Fach & Sharpe, 1986; Helson, 1963; Longere,
Shevell, & Knoblauch, 2000). These studies strongly
suggest that neural processes contribute to chromatic
assimilation.
Neural spatial integration within receptive ﬁeld centers is proposed to explain assimilation (DeValois &
DeValois, 1975; Hurvich & Jameson, 1974; Jameson &
Hurvich, 1989). In a repetitive stimulus pattern causing
assimilation, neurons with small receptive ﬁelds may resolve the pattern but, simultaneously, responses from
the same photoreceptors may drive other neurons with
larger receptive ﬁelds that combine responses from nearby photoreceptors. The net response from a neuron with
a larger receptive ﬁeld can lead to assimilation. In a sim-

ilar approach, de Weert and van Kruysbergen (1987)
and de Weert (1991) propose that large receptive ﬁelds
without center-surround antagonism account for assimilation. Assimilation would result from local averaging
within these large receptive ﬁelds. Moulden, Kingdom,
and Wink (1993) also propose neural summation to explain why a checkerboard consisting of alternating
squares with complementary colors appears achromatic
at higher spatial frequencies. Recent physiological evidence adds support to the proposal that there are two
sets of neurons sensitive to chromatic information, one
band pass and one low pass (Johnson, Hawken, & Shapley, 2001).
In contrast to models that incorporate neural responses from spatial ﬁlters, other investigators propose
that assimilation is due to higher-level mechanisms of visual representation. For example, Fuchs (1923), King
(1988) and Taya et al. (1995) argue that assimilation depends on object segmentation or perceptual belongingness. Other researchers posit that ﬁgure/ground
segregation aﬀects assimilation (de Weert & van Kruysbergen, 1997; Festinger et al., 1970).
While most studies agree that a neural process contributes to assimilation, the nature of the neural mechanisms remains unclear. The purpose of this study is to
systematically investigate how chromatic assimilation
varies with the width, separation, chromaticity and
luminance of the inducer, using a stimulus pattern with
both chromatic and luminance variation. These results
rule out the possibility that spread light and chromatic
aberration are a full explanation of chromatic assimilation, and support the view that neural summation contributes to chromatic assimilation.

2. Methods
2.1. Apparatus
All stimuli were displayed on a calibrated, high-resolution (1360 · 1024) color 21-inch Sony Trinitron CRT,
which was controlled by a Macintosh G4 computer with
a 10-bit Radius video board. The refresh rate was 75 Hz
noninterlaced. The stimuli on the CRT were viewed
haploscopically at a viewing distance of 1.15 m. The
stimulus on the right side of the CRT screen was projected to the right eye and the stimulus on the left side
of the CRT screen to the left eye. An adjustable chin rest
maintained the observerÕs head position.
2.2. Stimuli
A test ﬁeld and a uniform matching ﬁeld were steadily
presented through the haploscope (Fig. 1a). The uniform matching ﬁeld was viewed by the observerÕs right
eye. Its diameter was 3. The test ﬁeld, viewed by the ob-
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Fig. 1. (a) The haploscopically presented stimuli. The 3 uniform matching ﬁeld was presented to the observerÕs right eye. The test ﬁeld, presented to
the observerÕs left eye, was composed of a background with concentric inducing rings. (b) The chromaticities of the background (EEW) and inducers
in a modiﬁed MacLeod and Boynton (1979) cone space.

serverÕs left eye and also 3 in diameter, was composed
of a background presented with concentric inducing
rings. The background was judged in color. The width
of the inducing rings was 1, 2 or 4 min. The separation
between the rings also was varied: 2, 4, 8, or 16 min.
With these combinations of ring width and separation,
the spatial frequencies covered a range from 3 to 20 cpd.
The chromaticities of the inducing rings and of the
background serving as the test ﬁeld are shown in Fig.
1b. The chromaticity of the background, which was
essentially metameric to equal-energy-white (EEW),
had coordinates l, s of 0.665, 0.99 in this modiﬁed
MacLeod and Boynton (1979) diagram, in which s for
EEW is 1.00. The luminance of the background was
4 cd/m2. The inducing chromaticities were labeled
‘‘+l’’, ‘‘l’’, ‘‘+s’’, ‘‘s’’, ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+l/s’’, ‘‘l/+s’’ and
‘‘l/s’’, which were named by their l and s chromaticities relative to EEW. For instance, the ‘‘+l/+s’’ inducing

rings had higher values of l and s than the EEW background. These inducing chromaticities formed a rectangle in the cone space. The luminance of the inducing
rings was varied: either 2.67 or 6.0 cd/m2. The corresponding Michelson contrast with respect to the test
was 0.20 for both luminances.
2.3. Procedure
The method of haploscopic matching was used to
measure chromatic assimilation. During the experiment,
the width, separation, chromaticity, and luminance of
the inducing rings were varied. In each session, one
width and one separation were selected randomly. Each
combination of inducer chromaticity and luminance was
replicated 2 times in one session. The chromaticities and
luminances of the inducing rings were randomly ordered. The starting chromaticity of the matching ﬁeld
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was randomly chosen from the CRT color gamut. To
match the color of the background in the test ﬁeld, an
observer adjusted the hue, saturation and brightness
of the matching ﬁeld via a multi-button game pad
sensed by the computer. When the observer was satisﬁed
with the match, he or she pressed a conﬁrmation button
on the game pad, which recorded the response and initiated the next trial.
The measurements were conducted in a dark room.
Before each session, the observer dark-adapted for three
minutes. The measurements were replicated on four different days. The order of sessions was randomized. The
two measurements for each condition within each session were averaged and recorded as the match from that
session. The means and standard errors of the matches
were determined from the match value from each of four
sessions on diﬀerent days.
2.4. Observers
Three observers participated in the study: XM (female), DC (male), and ZX (female). These observers
had an age range from 25 to 33 years. Each observer
had normal color vision as evaluated by a Neitz anomolascope. Observer DC, one of the authors, was an experienced psychophysical observer. The other observers
were naı̈ve regarding the design and purpose of this
study. Each observer signed a consent form before participating in this study. The experimental procedures
were approved by an Institutional Review Board at
the University of Chicago.
For each observer, a minimum motion technique
(Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983) was used to achieve equiluminance of each phosphor of the color CRT. The luminance of each stimulus for each observer was adjusted
using these minimum-motion measurements. Also, a
minimally distinct border technique (Tansley & Boynton, 1978) was used to verify that each observerÕs tritan
line did not deviate signiﬁcantly from theoretical values
that isolate S cones.
2.5. Model: Wavelength-independent spread light and
chromatic aberration
Wavelength-independent spread light and chromatic
aberration were modeled based on the method of Marimont and Wandell (1994), which incorporates the wavelength-independent spread light function from Williams
et al. (1994) with the wavelength-dependent optical
transfer function of a model eye for a given pupil size.
Because of the relatively small inducing-ring widths used
in this study (1, 2 and 4 min), the spatial resolution of
the point spread function used for calculations was
approximately 0.2 min per pixel. The pupil diameter
was set to 3.6 mm, which is the pupil size at 4 cd/m2
given by Degroot and Gebhard (1952). For each stimu-

lus, with inducing rings of given width, separation, chromaticity and luminance, the spectral distribution in each
spatial location of the physical stimulus was calculated
based on the spectral distributions of the R, G, and B
guns of the CRT. The resulting spatial distribution of
light at each wavelength was convolved with the pointspread function at that wavelength. The average retinal
chromaticity was calculated for the central 1 min region
within each band of the test (that is, between each pair
of adjacent inducing rings), and used as the theoretically
predicted chromaticity resulting from the joint contributions from wavelength-independent spread light and
chromatic aberration.
2.6. Model: Spatial averaging of neural signals
Suppose the neural response from an inducing light I,
with chromaticity (lI, sI) and luminance LUMI, is any
(possibly nonlinear) function fI(lI, sI, LUMI); and the
neural response for the test (background) light T, with
chromaticity (lT, sT) and luminance LUMT, is any function fT(lT, sT, LUMT) (Shevell & Cao, 2003). For a given
stimulus composed of a particular set of inducing rings
and background (as in Fig. 1a), the proportion of the
whole stimulus area covered by the inducing light, P,
is a function of the width of the inducing rings and the
separation between successive inducing rings. The
weighted spatial average of the neural responses,
SA(P), is
SAðP Þ ¼ P hfI ðlI ,sI ,LUMI Þ þ ð1  P ÞfT ðlT ,sT ,LUMT Þ
¼ fT ðlT ,sT ,LUMT Þ þ P ½hfI ðlI ,sI ,LUMI Þ
 fT ðlT ,sT ,LUMT Þ
¼ SAð0Þ þ P ½SAð1Þ  SAð0Þ,

ð1Þ

where h is the weight of the neural response from the
inducing light that contributes to the spatial average.
If summation were complete, then the value of h would
be 1.0; otherwise, h would be less that 1.0. Notice that
Eq. (1) uses the facts that SA(0) = fT(lT, sT, LUMT)
(no inducing light) and SA(1) = hfI(lI, sI, LUMI) (no test
light). Eq. (1) implies that the spatial average of the neural response is a linear function of the proportion of the
stimulus area covered by the inducing light. Moving the
term SA(0) in Eq. (1) to the left side gives
SAðP Þ  SAð0Þ ¼ P ½SAð1Þ  SAð0Þ:

ð2Þ

For a stimulus pattern with a ﬁxed size, inducing-ring
width, chromaticity and luminance of the test and
inducing lights, a direct test of Eq. (2) is to alter the separation between inducing rings, which changes only P. If
the measured change, SA(P)  SA(0), is a linear function of P, then a weighted average of (perhaps nonlinear) neural signals would be supported. A parameter
free test of the spatial averaging of neural responses
can be achieved by substituting Pmax for P in Eq. (2)
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and then using the measured shift for the same ring
width with the largest proportion (Pmax) of stimulus
area covered by the inducing light: [SA(Pmax)  SA(0)].
Then

appearance plotted as a function of the normalized proportion of the inducing area should fall on a straight line
that has unit slope and that passes through the origin.
Note that Eq. (3) does not specify the chromatic
pathway aﬀected by the neural signals. The neural
response, therefore, can be l = L/(L + M) or s = S/
(L + M) so Eq. (3) applies to l or s. Thus, the spatial
averaging model can be tested for either pathway.
3. Results
3.1. Overview of the experiments
Assimilation was measured in 176 experimental conditions for each observer: 8 inducing chromaticities, 2
inducing luminances and 11 ring-width-and-separation
combinations. The matching results with the 2 min wide
inducing rings at 2.67 cd/m2 for observer XM are shown
in Fig. 2. In the ﬁgure, the matching l = L/(L + M) for
the ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+l’’, ‘‘+l/s’’, ‘‘l/+s’’, ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘l/
s’’ inducing rings at diﬀerent separations are shown
in the upper panel and the matching s = S/(L + M) for
‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+s’’, ‘‘l/+s’’, ‘‘+l/s’’, ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘l/s’’
in the lower panel. Within each panel, the matching l
or s value for each inducing chromaticity is shown by
the same symbol as in Fig. 1b. The horizontal dashed
line shows isomeric matching for l or s to the ‘‘EEW’’
background.
Compared to the isomeric matches to the ‘‘EEW’’
background (no inducing rings), the magnitude of the
shifts in l with the ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+l’’ and ‘‘+l/s’’ inducing
rings at various separations was very similar: at 2 min
separation, large shifts in l toward the inducing chromaticity were observed; at larger separations (4, 8 and
16 min), however, the shifts in l were near zero. The
magnitude of the shifts in l with the ‘‘l/+s’’, ‘‘l’’
and ‘‘l/s’’ inducing rings was also similar: the shift
in l was toward the inducing chromaticity at all the separations; further, the shift in l became smaller with larger separations.
With the ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+s’’ and ‘‘l/+s’’ inducing rings,
large shifts in s toward the inducing chromaticity were
observed at all separations; further, the shifts in s decreased with the increase in the separation. With the

0.7
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equals the normalized proportion of the inducing area
 
P
, which implies that the normalized shift in color
P max
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SAðP Þ  SAð0Þ
P ½SAð1Þ  SAð0Þ
P
¼
¼
: ð3Þ
SAðP max Þ  SAð0Þ P max ½SAð1Þ  SAð0Þ P max


SAðP ÞSAð0Þ
Eq. (3) shows that the normalized value SAðP
ÞSAð0Þ
max
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1.2
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0.6
OBS. XM
0

4
8
12
Separation (min or arc)

16

Fig. 2. The matching results with the 2-min wide inducing rings at 2.67
cd/m2 for observer XM. The symbols used for diﬀerent inducing
chromaticities are the same as those in Fig. 1b.

‘‘+l/s’’, ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘l/s’’ inducing rings, the shift in
s toward the inducing chromaticity was observed only
at the 2 min separation; at other separations, the shifts
in s were minimal.
The complete set of matching measurements for observer XM is shown in Fig. 3 for the matching l settings
and in Fig. 4 for the matching s settings. In the ﬁgures,
the left (right) column shows the matching results at 2.67
(6.0) cd/m2. As expected, the shifts in l or s depended on
the inducing-ring luminance, the width and separation.
Speciﬁcally, at the lower luminance (left column), the
shift in l was toward the chromaticity of the inducing
rings or was near zero. The magnitude of shift was smaller with larger separation for a given ring width. At the
higher luminance (right column), the shift in l toward
the chromaticity of the inducing rings was observed only
with the 2 min separation. When the separation was larger than 2 min, the shift in l was away from the chromaticity of the inducing rings; that is, chromatic contrast
was observed with larger separation.
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6.0 cd/m 2

2.67 cd/m 2
1-min width

1-min width
-l/+s
-l
-l/-s
+l/+s
+l
+l/-s

Matching L/(L+M)

0.7

0.65
OBS. XM

OBS. XM

2-min width

2-min width

Matching L/(L+M)

0.7

0.65
OBS. XM

OBS. XM

4-min width

4-min width

Matching L/(L+M)

0.7

0.65
OBS. XM
0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)

OBS. XM
0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)

Fig. 3. Matching l values with diﬀerent inducing-ring width-and-separation combinations, chromaticities and luminances for observer XM. The
symbols used for diﬀerent inducing chromaticities are the same as those in Fig. 1b.

The pattern of the shift in s was diﬀerent from that
of the shift in l. At both luminances, the shift in s
was in the direction of assimilation or near zero. At
the lower luminance, the larger the separation, the smaller the shift in s. At the higher luminance, however, the

shift in s was nearly constant when separation was 4 min
or more.
Fig. 3 shows the similarity among the matching l settings with inducing chromaticities that had higher l
chromaticities than the background judged in color
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0.6
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1.5
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0.6
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0
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12

16
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3, for matching s values.

(‘‘higher l’’ group: ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+l ’’ and ‘‘+l/s’’). The
similarity of the matching l settings with the ‘‘+l/+s’’,
‘‘+l’’ and ‘‘+l/s’’ inducer was observed also for the
two other observers. Therefore, the matching l settings
with the ‘‘+l/+s’’, ‘‘+l’’ and ‘‘+l/s’’ inducing rings at
each inducing width, separation and luminance were

averaged for each observer. Similarly, the matching l
with the ‘‘l/+s’’, ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘l/s’’ inducing rings
(‘‘lower l’’ group), the matching s with the ‘‘+l/+s’’,
‘‘+s’’ and ‘‘l/+s’’ rings (‘‘higher s’’ group), and the
matching s with the ‘‘+l/s’’, ‘‘s’’ and ‘‘l/s’’ rings
(‘‘lower s’’ group) were averaged for each observer.
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The averaged shifts in l and s relative to isomeric
matches for all three observers are shown in Figs. 5
and 6, respectively. In the ﬁgures, the left column shows
results with the inducing rings at 2.67 cd/m2 and the
right column shows results at 6.0 cd/m2. Each panel is
labeled with the width of the inducing rings. The average
2.67 cd/m2

Shift in L/(L+M)

6.0 cd/m2

XM lower l
DC lower l
ZX lower l
XM higher l
DC higher l
ZX higer l
model lower l
model higher l

1-min width

0.04

shifts for the ‘‘higher l’’, ‘‘lower l’’, ‘‘higher s’’, and
‘‘lower s’’ groups for each observer are labeled with
diﬀerent symbols.
The patterns of shifts in l were similar for all three
observers (Fig. 5). At the lower inducing luminance
(2.67 cd/m2), the shift in l was toward the inducing chro-

0.02

1-min width

0.00

-0.02

-0.04

Shift in L/(L+M)

0.04

2-min width

2-min width

4-min width

4-min width

0.02

0.00

-0.02

-0.04

Shift in L/(L+M)

0.04

0.02

0.00

-0.02

-0.04
0

4

8

12

Separation (min of arc)

16

0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)

Fig. 5. The matching l values for observers XM, DC and ZX. The matching results were averaged to form the ‘‘higher l ’’ and ‘‘lower l ’’ chromaticity
groups (see text).
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2.67 cd/m2
1-min width

Shift in S/(L+M)

1.0

0.5

XM lower s
DC lower s
ZX lower s
XM higher s
DC higher s
ZX higher s
model lower s
model higer s
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6.0 cd/m2
1-min width

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

Shift in S/(L+M)

2-min width

2-min width

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

Shift in S/(L+M)

4-min width

4-min width

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0
0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)

0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)

Fig. 6. As Fig. 5 but for matching s values for the ‘‘higher s ’’ and ‘‘lower s ’’ chromaticity groups (see text).

maticity or near zero. Stronger assimilation in l was observed with smaller separations. At the higher inducing
luminance level (6.0 cd/m2), chromatic contrast was observed with larger separations (larger than 2 min for
observers XM and DC), though the observed contrast
was weaker for observer ZX.

For all observers, the shift in s with either ‘‘ higher s ’’
or ‘‘lower s ’’ inducing lights was generally toward the
inducing chromaticity, or else near zero (Fig. 6). For
the ‘‘higher s ’’ group, the assimilation was stronger in
s with smaller separation. This generally held at both
inducing luminances (2.67 or 6.0 cd/m2) for each ring
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width (1, 2 or 4 min). For the ‘‘lower s’’ group, clear
assimilation was observed only at smaller separations
(2 or 4 min).
Overall, assimilation in l or s was stronger with higher
spatial frequency. Further, assimilation in l was consistently found when the inducing luminance was lower
than the test luminance but not when it was higher. This
ﬁnding corroborates a similar observation reported by
de Weert and Spillmann (1995).

XM higher s
DC higher s
ZX higher s
model higher s

1-min width
3

2

3.2. Wavelength-independent spread light and chromatic
aberration
1

2-min width
3

Ratio of Shifts in S/(L+M)

The predicted results from wavelength-independent
spread light and chromatic aberration for the ‘‘higher
l’’ and ‘‘lower l’’ groups and for the ‘‘higher s’’ and
‘‘lower s’’ groups are also shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (dashed
lines). With the ‘‘higher l’’ group at 2.67 cd/m2, the predicted l shifts from optical factors were close to the measured values. With the ‘‘lower l’’ group at 2.67 cd/m2,
however, the predicted shifts in l were often smaller than
the measured shifts in l. At 6.0 cd/m2, the predicted
shifts in l could not be meaningfully compared to the
measurements in most conditions because contrast in l
was observed.
With the ‘‘higher s’’ group at 2.67 cd/m2 (left column, Fig. 6), the predicted shifts in s due to optical factors were consistently smaller than the measured shifts
in s; with the ‘‘lower s’’ group at 2.67 cd/m2, the predicted s values corresponded to the measurements reasonably well. At 6.0 cd/m2, the predicted s settings
were generally as large or larger than the measured s
values.
The fraction of light spreading from the inducing ﬁeld
into the test ﬁeld is independent of inducing luminance,
for any given stimulus pattern with a ﬁxed inducing-ring
width, separation and chromaticity. If wavelength-independent spread light and wavelength-dependent chromatic aberration fully account for assimilation, the
ratio of color shifts at two inducing luminances with
the same stimulus pattern can be calculated using the
method of Marimont and Wandell (1994). As contrast
in l was observed at the higher luminance (6.0 cd/m2)
and the shift in s with the ‘‘lower s’’ chromaticity group
was weak, the ratio of the measured shifts at the two
luminances was calculated for only the ‘‘higher s’’ chromaticity group. Fig. 7 shows the ratios of the measured
shifts in s at the two inducing luminances for the ‘‘higher
s’’ chromaticity group, for inducing rings 1, 2, and 4 min
wide (top, middle and bottom panel, respectively). At 2min separation, the ratios with 1 and 2 min-wide inducing rings were close to the calculated ratio (leftmost
points in the top and middle panels). For other conditions, all the measured ratios were far smaller than the
corresponding calculated ratios. This was due primarily
to the shifts at the lower luminance (2.67 cd/m2), which

2

1

4-min width
3

2

1

0

4

8

12

16

Separation (min of arc)
Fig. 7. The ratio of the shifts in s at the two luminances, for the
‘‘higher s’’ chromaticity group.

were larger than predicted by optical factors for most
of the ‘‘higher s’’ conditions (left panels, Fig. 6).
In sum, the measured assimilation with the lower
luminance ‘‘higher s’’ inducing rings (2.67 cd/m2) could
not be accounted for by wavelength-independent spread
light and chromatic aberration. The discrepancy be-
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inducing light of ﬁxed width, chromaticity and luminance is varied with respect to the proportion of total
area coved by the inducing light. Speciﬁcally, the shift
in l or s with inducing-area proportion P, SA(P) 
SA(0), normalized by the shift in l or in s at the
maximum inducing-area proportion Pmax used in the
experiment, SA(Pmax)  SA(0), is equal to the inducing-area proportion P divided by Pmax. To test the spatial averaging model, for each ring width of 1, 2 or 4
min, the shift in l or s with the ‘‘higher l’’, ‘‘lower l’’,

tween the predicted and measured ratios at the two
luminances followed from the failure of optical factors
to account for assimilation at the lower luminance, not
from a discrepancy at the higher inducing luminance.
3.3. Spatial averaging of neural signals in chromatic
pathways
Spatial averaging of neural signals in chromatic pathways (Eq. 3) implies a precise empirical relation when
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Fig. 8. Normalized shifts in l for the ‘‘higher l’’ and ‘‘lower l’’ inducing rings at ring widths of 1, 2, and 4 min. Results from each observer are shown
in a separate column.
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‘‘higher s’’ or ‘‘lower s’’ inducing rings at 2.67 cd/m2 was
normalized by the shift with the smallest separation for
that ring width (that is, the shift for Pmax). This ratio
was compared to the relative area covered by inducing
light (P/Pmax). Figs. 8 and 9 show the normalized shifts
in l and s, respectively, plotted as a function of the relative inducing-light area, which for neural spatial averaging should follow a straight line of slope 1.0 through the
origin (dashed lines in ﬁgures). The measured shifts with
inducing rings at 6.0 cd/m2 were not considered because
chromatic contrast was found with the ‘‘higher l’’ or

‘‘lower l’’ inducing rings at some ring-width-and-separation combinations.
For the 1 or 2 min wide ‘‘lower l’’ inducing rings at
2.67 cd/m2 (open circles in top and middle rows, Fig.
8), the predicted linear relation was a reasonable
approximation of the results. For the ‘‘higher l’’ group
(ﬁlled circles), large deviations from the predictions
based on neural spatial averaging were evident for
nearly all conditions and all observers.
The normalized shifts in s (Fig. 9) were described by
the spatial averaging model better than the shifts in l
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and, overall, spatial averaging explained a substantial
portion of the variance in s. Excluding the data points
in Fig. 9 at value 1.0, which were pinned to this value
by normalization, the percentage of the variance in the
normalized shifts explained by the predicted line in the
‘‘higher s’’ and ‘‘lower s’’ conditions (pooled for 1, 2,
and 4 min wide inducing rings) was 94%, 90%, and
88% for observers XM, DC and ZX, respectively (these
values maintained the intercept at zero so total variance
was not corrected for the mean). Recall that the predictions for neural spatial averaging have no free parameters; the dashed lines in Fig. 9 were not ﬁt to the
measurements.
A linear regression with a constraint of zero intercept
was ﬁt to the relative shifts as a function of the normalized proportion of inducing area, for each inducing
width, chromaticity (‘‘higher l’’, ‘‘lower l’’, ‘‘higher s’’
and ‘‘lower s’’), and observer. With the ‘‘higher s’’ and
‘‘lower s’’ inducing rings, the best ﬁtting slopes were
close to 1.0, which was the predicted slope for neural
spatial averaging: the mean value of the slope across
the inducing widths (1, 2 and 4 min) with the ‘‘higher
s’’ and ‘‘lower s’’ inducing rings was 1.02 ± 0.07 for
XM, 1.03 ± 0.09 for DC, or 1.02 ± 0.10 for ZX. The ﬁtted slopes with the ‘‘higher l’’ and ‘‘lower l’’ inducing
rings, however, were considerably less than 1.0, and variation across inducing widths was relatively large for
each observer: the mean value of the slope across the
inducing widths was 0.67 ± 0.17 for XM, 0.84 ± 0.14
for DC, and 0.69 ± 0.11 for ZX. Overall, therefore, the
color shifts from assimilation were accounted for fairly
well by neural spatial averaging for the ‘‘higher s’’ and
‘‘lower s’’ inducing rings, but not for the ‘‘higher l’’
and ‘‘lower l’’ inducing rings.

4. Discussion
At both inducing luminances and for any inducingring width, chromatic assimilation in l or s was strongest
with the narrowest separation. This was consistent with
previous reports that chromatic assimilation occurs
with relatively ﬁne gratings or high spatial frequencies
(Fach & Sharpe, 1986; Helson, 1963; Smith et al.,
2001; Walker, 1978). Fach and Sharpe (1986) and Smith
et al. (2001) show that spatial frequency is a major factor determining the transition from chromatic assimilation to chromatic contrast. With the ring width and
separation combinations used here, the spatial frequency covered a range from 3 cpd to 20 cpd. The transition from assimilation to contrast would be expected
for both luminances if spatial frequency were the only
factor determining the transition.
At the lower inducing luminance here (2.67 cd/m2,
which was less than the test luminance of 4.0 cd/m2),
no transition from assimilation to contrast was evident.
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At the higher inducing luminance (6.0 cd/m2), there was
a qualitative diﬀerence between the induced color shifts
in the l and s directions: in the s direction, assimilation
was always observed; in the l direction, however, there
was a transition from assimilation to contrast. Unlike
experiments conducted by Fach and Sharpe (1986) and
Smith et al. (2001), which used equiluminant stimuli,
our experiments employed a stimulus pattern with both
luminance contrast and chromatic contrast between the
inducing and test lights. The results here show that luminance contrast plays an important role in the transition
from assimilation to contrast.
Wavelength-independent spread light and chromatic
aberration can contribute to chromatic assimilation.
Smith et al. (2001) report their measured assimilation
with equiluminant square-wave gratings at 9 cpd can
be explained by spread light. The conditions studied
here, with stimulus patterns with both chromatic and
luminance contrast between the inducing and test ﬁelds,
were more general. The comparison of the measured
assimilation and the predicted assimilation from optical
factors, based on Marimont and Wandell (1994), demonstrated that wavelength-independent spread light
and wavelength-dependent chromatic aberration could
not fully account for the measured assimilation. This
implicates a neural contribution to assimilation.
One other possible non-neural factor that might explain assimilation also can be excluded: light scatter
within the CRT video display. Assuming this internal
scatter for a given chromaticity is proportional to
luminance, two separate estimates of the proportion of
internal scatter can be calculated from the two colorappearance measurements at inducing luminances 2.67
and 6.0 cd/m2 (Cao, 2003). These two estimates can be
used to test the null hypothesis that the proportion of
internally scattered light is the same at both inducing
luminances, as required if the color shifts were due to
internal scatter. A separate Wilcoxon non-parametric
rank sum test (Rice, 1995) was completed for each observer at every combination of inducing width, separation and chromaticity, except when a measurement
revealed contrast (which cannot be explained by scatter)
or the induced color shift was very small (in which case a
reliable estimate of the scatter proportion was not possible). Table 1 shows the total number of Wilcoxon tests
done for each observer and the number of such tests
that rejected the null hypothesis at 5% Type I error
Table 1
Summary of nonparametric statistical tests for internal display scatter
Observer

DC
XM
ZX

Wilcoxon rank sum tests
Number of tests

Number of tests rejected

15
19
23

13
14
15
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(i.e., a = 0.05). Over all three observers, 57 tests could be
completed of which 42 rejected the null hypothesis
(chance rejection frequency is 3 (5%) of 57 tests). Internal display scatter, therefore, cannot account for the
chromatic assimilation found here.
Spatial averaging of (perhaps nonlinear) neural signals accounted fairly well for the measured assimilation
in the s chromatic direction. Neural spatial summation
has been proposed to occur in the centers of center-surround receptive ﬁelds (DeValois & DeValois, 1975; Hurvich & Jameson, 1974). Receptive-ﬁeld organization
may account for the transition from chromatic assimilation to contrast. Suppose spatial averaging of neural signals in a chromatic pathway occurs in the center of a
receptive ﬁeld with a ﬁxed size. Then the transition from
chromatic assimilation to contrast would be expected as
the inducing rings become wider and fall outside of the
center of the receptive ﬁeld, as occurs at lower spatial
frequencies or with a larger separation between the
inducing rings. At the higher luminance, contrast was
observed in l but not in s, which suggests a diﬀerence
in the size of the receptive ﬁeld in the l and s pathways.
This is consistent with the larger receptive ﬁeld in the s
pathway than in the l pathway (Dacey & Lee, 1994).
At the lower inducing luminance level, however, no contrast in l was observed with wider inducing rings at larger separation. One possibility is that the size of the
receptive ﬁeld that integrates signals in the l pathway
is larger when the inducing luminance is lower than
the test luminance, compared to when the inducer is
higher in luminance than the test. de Weert and Spillmann (1995) report chromatic assimilation only when
the luminance of the inducing pattern is lower than
the test ﬁeld. Clearly, luminance contrast between the
inducing and test ﬁelds is an important factor aﬀecting
chromatic assimilation.
The assimilation in s can be modeled by a receptive
ﬁeld with S-cone spatial antagonism. In addition to SON bistratiﬁed ganglion cells (Dacey & Lee, 1994), there
is a second class of ganglion cell with negative S-cone
input in macaque (Dacey, D. M., personal communication). These S-OFF cells have about twice the
diameter of S-ON bistratiﬁed cells. A central neural
combination of signals from S-ON and S-OFF cells
could establish a ‘‘+s/s’’ receptive ﬁeld. The measurements of s here were ﬁt with a hypothetical ‘‘+s/s’’
receptive ﬁeld, with an excitatory response to s = S/
(L + M) in the center and an inhibitory response to s
in the surround. The ‘‘+s/s’’ receptive ﬁeld was implemented as a diﬀerence of two Gaussians, one for the center and the other for the surround. The size of the
surround was set to twice the size of the center. Using
the calculated retinal image based on wavelength-independent spread light and chromatic aberration from
Marimont and Wandell (1994), the optimal receptive
ﬁeld size was determined by minimizing squared errors

between the response from the receptive ﬁeld and the
measurements from the ‘‘higher s’’ inducing condition
(ring width 1, 2 and 4 min). Each observer was analyzed
separately. The modeling showed the optimal receptive
ﬁeld size had a peak spatial frequency of 0.65 cpd for
observer XM, 0.74 cpd for observer DC, and 0.76 cpd
for observer ZX. These results for the three observers
are consistent with the spatial frequency tuning for
S-cone isolated vision (Humanski & Wilson, 1992),
which includes one mechanism with peak sensitivity
near 0.70 cpd.
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